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The road ahead for New Zealand tourism
This week’s NZ Tourism Leaders Symposium drew around 200 key
players to Te Papa in Wellington to hear an executive summary of the
inputs from ten Tourism Regional Leadership Series workshops held
around the country through September.
The industry leaders also gained significant food for thought from keynote
speakers who highlighted the opportunities presented by understanding
the massive shifts going on in the world and by capitalising on the social
media phenomenon. Take note, they said. These Tweets, Flickr pix,
TripAdvisor comments and YouTube exposés totally change the way this
country and its offerings are now viewed by customers.
The speakers’ message was that, to survive and thrive in this market-
driven environment, our delivery of unique, memorable and
‘transformative’ New Zealand experiences will be paramount. Stories of
such experiences spread positive (or negative) opinions through the vast
social networks in powerful new ways, surpassing legacy mainstream
advertising and publicity in their effectiveness and authenticity. They were
also told that the handheld will soon become the communicator of choice.
Tourism Industry Association New Zealand (TIA) chief executive Tim
Cossar, in presenting the results of the workshops, told the Symposium the
industry’s mood is one of guarded optimism. Times are tough and
uncertain, there are challenging paradigm shifts and a constant need to
adapt in a changing world. The industry remains, however, fiercely proud
of the New Zealand brand’s reputation and recognises that responsibility
must to be taken at a personal, regional and national level to protect the
future of its $20 billion contribution to the nation’s economy.
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NEW ZEALAND
The industry’s expectations and priorities
Last month’s regional tourism workshops revealed that the
industry is clear in its needs and expectations. It wants:
• Leadership and direction
• To be talked with and not at
• An accord and a redefined relationship with decisionmakers
• More visitors
The top priority is the need for increased international
marketing, and Prime Minister / Tourism Minister John Key
assured those at the Symposium that more money will be
invested, especially given recent Australian campaign results.
The workshop feedback shows that support for the 100% Pure
brand runs deep and that the industry has taken ‘ownership’ of
it and is accepting responsibility for living up to it.
The industry sees Government leadership on tourism as vital
in conveying to often-sceptical local bodies the critical
strategic importance of the visitor industry and the nation’s
100% Pure label.
The industry sees involvement in collaborative international
marketing as part of the mix, especially following the success
of the recent Australia campaigns, and wants a national
marketing plan, a balanced portfolio of emerging and
traditional markets, performance-based partnerships with
Government, the resourcing of Tourism New Zealand so that
it can partner at all levels, the mining of special interest
segments of traditional markets, the ‘layering’ of the 100%
Pure brand and access to its use, and a re-examination of
International Marketing Agreements.

Domestic marketing ‘bloody important’
The industry was clear in expressing its thoughts on the
importance of domestic tourism. They expressed the need to
present the country in new ways to Kiwis, who are its greatest
ambassadors. They want to see an anchor events strategy, some
lateral thinking, more use of campaigns like 101 Places -
especially at provincial level, the use of creative media
formats, and more partnerships.

Government’s place in the mix
Beyond marketing, the industry says it wants central
government to ‘enable’ tourism and tourism businesses by
issuing directives to its ministries on the critical importance of
the 100% Pure label. It wants to see the resourcing of the front
line, development of an accord with other allied sectors by way
of a national policy statement, the close monitoring of the
Resource Management Act and the viewing of DoC as an
integral part of the sector. The industry feels that pioneering
and innovation is being stifled, the tax system needs to be
competitive, a review of the Holidays Act and that business
should be left to do what it does best, although there should be
no compromise on safety.
Practical sustainability like public recycling is sought, as is a
sustainability ‘jump start’ program. A visitor complaint
response system – perhaps an Ombudsman – is also desirable.
Visitor industry engagement at a local government level is seen
as critical. The present situation is one of disconnect, with
many local bodies seemingly missing the point on tourism and
providing widely varying levels of engagement and support for
their RTO and i-SITEs. ‘Poor fit’ compliance issues and
conflicting visitor and council boundaries also present
problems.
The industry wants to have an active influence and community
engagement, plus an ability to influence Long Term Council
Community Plans.

Connectivity essential
One topic came up time and again during the Symposium – the
need for connectivity. The point was made that ultra-fast
broadband Internet and the provision of comprehensive mobile
coverage are vital to the future of tourism. A great experience
(and our reputation) can be spoiled when visitors are unable to
readily upload their photos or videos.
Communications and IT Minister, Hon Steven Joyce told the
gathering that international fibre capacity was not the issue but
that the $1.5 billion investment in getting ultra-fast broadband
fibre to 75% of New Zealanders would take ten years. The
Government’s rural delivery strategy is still awaited.
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Boomers, Gen X have what it takes
The tourist industry needs its workforce to deliver
on the 100% Pure promise and a customer service
attitude is therefore essential. The workshop
feedback indicated that Gen Y presents problems in
achieving this and, while the industry works to
develop tourism as a rewarding and diverse career
path, it should be encouraged to hire mature
workers, who generally have the life experience,
skills and motivation to deliver the goods.

Among the ideas to come out of the
regional workshops was a “Unique
Toilets of New Zealand” concept, where
local councils would encourage the
design of public conveniences as
memorable tourist attractions capable
of generating worldwide fame.
Proof: Check just how many pix of
Kawakawa’s Hundertwasser toilets
have been uploaded on Flickr.

Survey points to Labour weekend opportunity

Flybuys CEO Andy Symons with the PM at the launch of
the Fly Buys/Colmar Brunton Mood of the New Zealand
Traveller survey

15 million opportunities
The Fly Buys/Colmar Brunton Mood of the New Zealand Traveller
survey results, which can be downloaded here, show that the Internet
continues to grow as a planning tool for travellers, with 35% saying
they planned their trip online.
Harry Pappafloratos, Colmar Brunton’s CEO, told the delegates at the
Tourism Leaders Symposium he hoped the insights in the survey would
help tourism operators better serve the domestic market.
“At Colmar Brunton we define our purpose as helping businesses
understand their customer’s needs and desires to be able to deliver
outstanding customer experiences. With about 15 million domestic
trips for personal or leisure purposes there are lots of opportunities to
create unique travel experiences for New Zealanders,” he said.
The survey revealed that, of the 2.6 million New Zealanders who
travelled in the past six months:
• 2% were lucky in love and found a romantic partner (46,000 New

Zealanders)
• 6% travelled to get away from someone (129,000 New Zealanders)
• 5% did something they never expected on their trip (100,000 New

Zealanders) – this ranged from sleeping in the street to taking a
helicopter flight over a glacier

• 25% couldn’t escape work while they were away and kept in touch
with the office (662,000 New Zealanders)

We get around, but not as much as we want to – according to
the Fly Buys/ Colmar Brunton Mood of the New Zealand
Traveller, a new quarterly survey.
Released by the Tourism Industry Association New Zealand
(TIA) and launched this week by the Prime Minister at the
Tourism Leaders Symposium in Wellington, the quarterly
survey will seek the opinions of a panel of 1,000 Fly Buys
members. It aims to give tourism operators an insight into
New Zealanders’ motivations for travel, what encourages
them to travel and prevents them from travelling more.
The survey found that over 2.6 million Kiwis spent at least
one night away from home for leisure in the past six months,

and 80% said they’d spend more nights away if they had
more money. It also found that 22% of Kiwis were still
considering their options for Labour weekend.
Fly Buys CEO Andy Symons said tourism operators should
look at Labour Weekend as an opportunity to offer a deal.
“If you’ve still got capacity for Labour Weekend there’s a
definite opportunity there – almost a fifth of Kiwis are open
to an offer, and 80% say money is the biggest brake on their
travel. That suggests that targeted value-based offers might
be the biggest opportunity this Labour Weekend – maybe
including partial use of loyalty points or value-based
packages with other operators,” he said.

The Kiwi destination of choice
Positively Wellington Tourism reckons their cool little city
has edged out the big little city, and has bloomed beyond the
garden capital. Well, they would, wouldn’t they? After all,
more people would rather take the plunge by visiting the
culture capital than by jumping off a bridge in Queenstown;
and more Kiwis are keen for a breath of ‘fresh’ air over
record rays of sunshine.
Wellington is the destination of choice for Kiwis, according
to the new Fly Buys/ Colmar Brunton Mood of the New
Zealand Traveller.
Positively Wellington Tourism’s David Perks says that
Wellington’s gone from being somewhere people couldn’t
wait to leave to somewhere people can’t wait to get to.
“It’s a credit to people who have made the bold decisions
necessary to make things happen, but just as much to the
residents who make visitors feel welcome, to the businesses
who give people things to do and buy, and to the events that
attract and entertain them.”
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Tourism Industry Award-winners named
TIA used the occasion of the Inaugural NZ
Tourism Leaders Symposium in Wellington this
week to announce the winners of this year’s
Tourism Industry Awards. They included a Rotorua
nature park, an entrepreneurial young leader and
man who was involved in the transformation of
tourism from a ‘bit player” in the New Zealand
economy into one of its most valuable industries.
   • DoC Conservation in Action Award:
   Rainbow Springs Kiwi Wildlife Park, Rotorua
   • Horwath HTL Sir Jack Newman Award:
   Tony Staniford, Paraparaumu
   • PATA Young Tourism Professional Award:
   Bryan McChlery,Te Anau
”Our winners are an inspiration and a reflection of
the depth and quality of New Zealand’s tourism
industry,” says TIA chief executive Tim Cossar.
”In today’s challenging trading environment it is
more important than ever that the industry and
New Zealand recognise the excellence, innovation
and dedication they represent.”
The DoC Conservation in Action Award went to
Rainbow Springs Kiwi Wildlife Park in Rotorua,
which delivers an exceptional tourism experience
that promotes conservation and educates visitors
about New Zealand’s natural heritage. The Rotorua
attraction has the only kiwi conservation centre in
the world which gives visitors a close-up look at
the work that has included hatching over 700 kiwi

for release back into the wild. The site currently
has over 13 native or endemic animal and bird
species on site and over 90 native plant species.
The Horwath HTL Sir Jack Newman Award
was presented by PM John Key to Tony
Staniford of Paraparaumu for his outstanding
commitment to the tourism industry over than 30
years, including leading the TIA’s predecessors
for over two decades, lobbying Governments of
the day as the industry matured into one of our
most valuable foreign exchange earners and a
major employer. He also championed the need
for robust research and developed training and
education programmes.
The entrepreneurial Bryan McChlery, who was
named the PATA Young Tourism Professional,
has developed and manages three quality tourism
businesses in Fiordland, with plans to open a
fourth later this year. Under his management, Te
Anau’s Top 10 Holiday Park has expanded
significantly and developed new and related
tourism activities. These include the Top 10
Milford Sound Coach and Cruise business
(rebranded Go Milford) and a partnership in
Driftaway Rental Campervans. He also has plans
to open a retail sightseeing shop in Te Anau.
Footnote: TIA is running a limited Awards
programme this year while it reviews the overall
event.

2009 Pohutukawa Festival programe out now
The 2009 Coromandel Pohutukawa Festival, which celebrates the
quintessential Kiwi summer, runs 20NOV-06DEC09 and offers a raft
of events, including the Whangamata Jazz and Blues festival, a
sculpture auction, annual dive festival celebrations in Whitianga,
buskers and more.
Check out www.pohutukawafestival.co.nz for the full program.

Tickets to wine, food and music festival
Toast Martinborough sold out on
Ticketek’s website in around eight
minutes this week. Around 10,000 food
and wine lovers will spend the day
sampling food and wine at the popular
Wairarapa event on Sunday 15NOV.

  New Sudima Hotel for AKL Airport
  in time for RWC2011
Sudima Hotels’ owner Glamorton Developments Ltd has
unveiled plans to build and manage a new 4-star, 150-room
hotel at Auckland Airport. The $30 million Sudima Hotel
Auckland Airport is scheduled for completion by Q1 2011,
just in time for the Rugby World Cup. Work on the project
starts later this month on the last available freehold site along
George Bolt Drive.
The mid-sized hotel aims to serve business and conference
needs in addition to those of tourists in transit. As well as an
all-day restaurant and elegant bar the hotel will feature a
dedicated ballroom, opening out to landscaped gardens,
making it an all-season event venue. There will also be a
swimming pool in lush surroundings and a gym with latest
fitness equipment.

Kawarau Jet appeals
Kawarau Jet has appealed against a decision allowing rival
Thunder Jet to operate on the Kawarau River. Thunder Jet
had been expecting the appeal. (TravelMemo 25SEP)
The Southland Times quotes Kawarau Jet as accusing
Thunder Jet of changing its evidence so much during its July
appeal to the Environment Court that its consent should be
thrown out.  Failing that, Kawarau Jet said the independent
commissioners who granted the consent last month had made
the wrong call based on deficient evidence.
Clearwater Pursuit, a rafting company owned by Kawarau
Jet, has also reportedly appealed against the consent.
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AUSTRALIA

Vietnam looks to AUT for tourism training
When Vietnam’s government was looking to up-skill its
public servants and give them a taste of the world outside
Vietnam, it looked to New Zealand and AUT University.
During last week and this week, 20 Vietnam government
officials have been taking part in a short course focusing on
urban planning and tourism development.
The course is run through AUT, and hosted by AUT’s
Institute of Public Policy and New Zealand Tourism
Research Institute (NZTRI).
NZTRI Director Professor Simon Milne says the focus of the
programme is looking at how to plan, manage and develop
urban tourism but with a focus on sustainability.
AUT Director of International Development Chris Hawley
says AUT has been very active within Vietnam for over 15
years, and that he hopes this training will be the start of a
positive educational relationship between the university and
the government in Vietnam.
“In addition to the 20 officials over doing the tourism course
we also have another group of 20 studying English for six
months. This course should be the first of many,” Hawley
says.

AOT Hols automation speeds service
The AOT Group yesterday abandoned its manual booking
confirmation process and implemented an automated booking
confirmation system.
Managing Director of AOT Holidays Mark Campbell said
that the new automated e-voucher confirmation system will
improve efficiencies across the board.
“The new e-vouchers will eliminate the current waiting
periods for booking confirmations as agents will receive
qualifying customer booking confirmations via email
overnight,” Mr Campbell said.
“The new system will also assist in reducing our on-hold call
times as it will free up the equivalent of two full time call-
centre staff who instead of manually sending booking
confirmations will be able to assist with taking agent calls.”

Talinguru Nyakunytjaku

Tourism Hub
for indigenous tourism products
Booking indigenous tourism experiences in the Red Centre is
now a streamlined process thanks to the new Central
Aboriginal Experiences tourism hub based in Alice Springs.
The development of the tourism hub is part of the Northern
Territory Government’s contribution to the development of a
sustainable Indigenous tourism industry in the Northern
Territory.  The tourism products that can be booked through
this service include RT Tours Australia, Jungala Enterprises
Pty Ltd, Rainbow Valley Tours, Black Tank Tour
Experiences, Many Hands Art Centre, Hermannsburg
Historical Precinct, Wallace Rock Hole Tourism Park, Tjanpi
Desert Weavers, Kurrparru Tours, and Tjilpa Cultural
Campground (Ipolera).  Visit www.caent.com.au

Against a spectacular Red Centre sunrise, Australia’s
Environment Minister Peter Garrett has joined traditional
owners to open Talinguru Nyakunytjaku – the new A$21
million viewing area at Uluru-Kata Tjuta National Park.
Talinguru Nyakunytjaku means ‘place to look from the sand
dune’ in Pitjantjatjara, a traditional Aboriginal language of
the area.
The viewing area is the largest infrastructure investment ever
in the National Park and construction included 11km of road,
1600m of walking tracks, a carpark, traditional shade shelters

or wiltjas, interpretation of the Aboriginal landscape and
stories, toilet amenities and an area that can potentially be
used for outdoor performances or concerts.

World Masters Games worth A$50m
Many of the 28,000 athletes currently in Sydney for the
World Masters Games, which start tomorrow, are likely to
stay on and see the sights, proving a tourism boost for NSW.
Government and business leaders believe they will pump
about $50 million into the economy, with a big slice of the
spending expected outside the CBD.
Sydney Chamber of Commerce executive Patricia Forsythe
told the Sydney Morning Herald the range in competitors’
ages means they have different interests and spending
patterns to typical athletes.

Eco-concerns changing tourism’s face
Consumer concern about climate change is changing the face
of the tourism industry, with ecotourism and sustainable
business practices fast becoming a priority for travellers,
according to new Ecotourism Australia boss Kym Cheatham.
“Ecotourism is no longer about niche products and
experiences – demand for responsible travel has positioned
tourism as a front-runner in the new green economy - and
businesses that cling to old operational models will struggle,”
says Cheatham.
MICE BTN reports that Tourism Research Australia data
released in June indicates international visitors choosing three
or more nature-based activities during their trip to Australia
staying twice as long and travelling more broadly.
They spend more over the course of their stay, but a key value
is the distribution of revenue across several destinations,
usually regional areas.

The viewing
platforms
landscaped
into the
dunes offer
panoramic
views over
the desert
oaks
to both Uluru
(Ayers Rock)
and Kata
Tjuta (The
Olgas).
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SOUTH PACIFIC
All-clear from Vanuatu
The Vanuatu Tourism Office commendably kept the media up to
speed on the local situation there via its NZ rep Jacquie Carson
following a series of earthquakes and a subsequent tsunami alert
yesterday.
The message the VTO was happy to convey was that, while they
could feel the earthquake shocks, there were no physical impacts in
Vanuatu.

Samoa thinks, acts positive
The Samoa Observer this week made an important point: Tourism at
Lalomanu is gone physically, it said. But it was a small part of the
industry nationwide – popular though it was – and there is now
strenuous effort to sell that point.
The Samoa Tourism Authority is striving to dispel the impression
Samoa as a whole is no longer a desirable destination after the
tsunami, and work on keeping the perception of Samoa positive has
already begun.
STA points out that it still has available:
• five out of seven deluxe hotels – 326 rooms, 854 beds.
• five out of seven superior resorts – 135 rooms, 314 beds
• 22 out of 24 standard hotels – 315 rooms, 759 beds
• 27 out of 29 budget hotels – 406 rooms, 864 beds
• nine out of 14 beach fales (o’night stays) – 144 rooms, 348 beds
• eight out of 17 beach fales (day stays) – 51 rooms.

“Mark it on your calendar”
Mark 29SEP10 on your calendar, says the Taufua family. That’s
the day when Taufua Beach Fales, completely ravaged by the
tsunami, will be reopened.
That, says the Samoa Observer, is the promise made by the
family a week after the devastation which not only destroyed
Taufua Beach resort, but took 14 family members, including the
man who held the Taufua family together.
Reverend Matu’u Taufua told the paper that he and his 17
siblings are all keen to rebuild on what was the most popular spot
at Lalomanu.

Vava’u open for business, too
Mounu Island Resort on Vava’u, Tonga, having received a
cancellation from an agent whose clients feared Vava’u had been
wiped out, can assure the industry that they are still there. The eco-
resort’s Allan Bowe says “Vava’u was unaffected by the tsunami and,
other than watching the tide come in and out three times in less than
15 minutes, we suffered no damage and it is business as usual.”

Aggie Greys update
Aggie Greys Hotel & Bungalows and Aggie Greys Lagoon
Resort & Spa would like to reiterate that due to their location on
the North Coast in Apia (Hotel) and the North West Coast at
Mulifanua (Resort) they were completely unaffected by the
tsunami, which struck on the South Coast, a good 50 minutes
drive from the resort and 30 minutes from central Apia.
Business continues as normal for both properties, with full
services and facilities operating. Guests who have recently
returned from holidaying at the resort report that the staff have
been fantastic, pulling out all stops to ensure that everyone is
comfortable and able to continue on with their holiday.
Laura Wadsworth, who represents Aggie Greys properties in NZ,
says they will be working closely with the Samoa Tourism Office
to assist with their plan to reactivate and rebuild tourism to
Samoa.

Aggie
Greys

Lagoon
Beach

Resort &
Spa,

pictured at
8.30am

Wednesday
07SEP09
(NZ time)

Sinalei Reef Resort to reopen 01NOV
Tess Willcox at WRD says; “The messages of
support for Sinalei Reef Resort and Spa have been
overwhelming and we are all so touched that you
are thinking of the Sinalei family.  It is expected
that Sinalei Reef Resort & Spa in Samoa will
reopen on 01 November 2009 with Garden View
and Ocean View Fales being the only
accommodation grades available. The central area
of the Resort was largely unaffected, including the
Laumosooi Fale Restaurant, Reception area,
business centre and Uncle Harry’s Poolside Bar.
The Resort is looking forward to welcoming
guests once November approaches.
“As you are well aware we did lose the gorgeous
pier, Ava I Toga Bar and Restaurant, our
Beachside and Honeymoon Fales, plus the
Presidential Suite. The Fale that houses the pool
pump was also swept away, but the Sinalei team
are working on this and the pool should be up and
running shortly.
“As you can imagine, the Sinalei family are
suffering a huge loss and appreciate all your
support and understanding as they struggle
through this difficult time.
“Sinalei management will be in a position to
update the website with firm details early next
week but in the meantime if guests are wishing to
register a booking, Sinalei Reservations will
accept those, subject to reconfirmation once a
final date announcement is made. We will be able
to update you as more details come to light, and
more decisions are made, but at this stage we are
just focussing on the immediate future.
“There are many messages of condolence and love
on our Sinalei website www.sinalei.com. A fund is
being set up to assist Sinalei and the surrounding
villages that were the most severely affected.”
Download details of the Sinalei Tsunami Relief
Fund here.

     Tourism Minister Misa Telefoni says STA is to launch an aggressive
marketing campaign on 12OCT to assure its tourism partners that
Samoa is still in business, and offering the same idyllic holidays in
paradise that its visitors have come to expect.
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Coconuts Beach Club message
Coconuts Beach Club, Resort and Spa’s NZ representative,
Lesley Perrie, says she would like to thank all the travel
industry for their kind words of support and heartfelt
sympathies which have been overwhelming.
Communications are still down to the resort as Coconuts was
struck quite hard, although possibly not as badly as initially
believed.
Coconuts has told Lesley: “As far as damage is concerned,
preliminary investigation shows that all of the
accommodation units (except for the Over Water Fales) can
be put back into service without needing any extensive
structural work. They will require windows and doors, a
clean-up and furniture - and time.  The dining room is still
intact, although it will require some structural work, new
furniture and refurbishment.
“The generator is fine but will need some work to move it in
to the correct position and the Coco Spa is apparently in very
good condition and does not require much work at all.   The
swimming pool is intact, but the sea wall is gone and needs
immediate remedial work, which has been initiated. The pool
bar will have to be rebuilt, but the fale that contains the pool
equipment is in good shape.

“We believe the best way for everyone to move on from this
is to keep working and therefore we have already started the
clean up.   As a result the resort will be closed for the next
few months and we are aiming to re-open by 01 February
2010 to celebrate with fresh beginnings.
“At this stage we ask for your assistance with the following:
• Until further notice please immediately stop sell the

hotel and advise anyone travelling prior 01FEB to
make alternate arrangements. Coconuts will not be
applying any cancellation charges to clients who were
travelling within this period.

• We are establishing an office in Apia which will
hopefully be operating soon, however until further
notice please direct all correspondence to Lesley
Perrie, NZ Representative on:
info@planetmarketing.co.nz  to collate and pass on in
the near future (eg. cancellations, amendments etc)

“Samoans are resilient people and together we will rebuild
with them.   Your support to appropriate charities is
appreciated. We apologise for any inconvenience to you and
your guests but trust you understand. We hope that when we
are back up and running that you will support us again as we
will always have a smile for old friends.”

A new identity for The Sebel, Vanuatu
After two highly successful years on Port Vila’s
harbour front, The Sebel Vanuatu will be renamed to
reflect its original identity and the hotel’s operation
will revert to the original owners. From 01DEC, the
property will be known as The Grand Hotel and
Casino and managed as an alliance with Iririki Resort
& Spa, which is just a free three-minute ferry ride
across the harbour.
The Grand Hotel and Casino is a 74-room resort hotel
offering Harbour View rooms, Panorama Suites and a
Penthouse Suite, plus Crystals Restaurant, Hemisphere
bar, a gymnasium and a pool. It is now complemented
by the upgraded Casino with world class facilities.
The Grand Hotel and Casino and Iririki Resort & Spa
will share all facilities available at both Resorts and
have one management team for both properties. That
means guests can choose from a total of four
restaurants / cafes, three bars, a day spa, tour desk,
private beach, three swimming pools, games room,
two full-size tennis-courts, all types of aquatic fun,
gaming options at the casino and cabarets and shows at
both properties featuring well-known international
artists.
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Mondo Travel collection point
for tsunami aid
Mondo Travel has offered its 14 stores as collection points
for tsunami aid.
The company had originally hoped to transport all goods
directly to Samoa on Pacific Blue aircraft, but an
overwhelming response from New Zealanders meant all of
the flights were full.
Determined to help those affected by the tsunami, Mondo has
now formed a partnership with Habitat for Humanity and the
Samoa Disaster Relief Council which will distribute goods to
communities in need.
Mondo Travel marketing manager Gordon Bayne says
Habitat for Humanity will arrange for all bedding, clothing
and tinned goods delivered to Mondo stores to be taken to
Samoa and distributed amongst the various communities.
“We were so disappointed that we couldn’t send extra aid up
to Samoa ourselves, but we’re thrilled to be able to help
Habitat for Humanity with the amazing work they’re doing in
the islands.”
Mondo will also be collecting money to support Rotary
Kerikeri with fundraising it is doing to send shelter boxes to
the islands. Shelter boxes, worth $1500, are practical,
durable containers which include useful provisions such as
tents. They can also be used as food containers and cots.

Sports tourism potential for Cooks
Cook Islands Tourism CEO John Dean says events like the
Pacific Mini Games, which ended last week, can be used to
promote sports tourism in future, but he points to the greater
potential of annual events.
”One-off major events can cost more and have marginal
benefit,” he told CINews Online.
Dean pointed out that while the Mini Games had drawn up to
2,000 competitors and supporters to Rarotonga, not many of
them stayed in hotels or made a typical tourist spend on the
island.
Dean says he believes annual sporting events such as the
Vaka Eiva paddling festival can be great sports tourism
events of the future, bringing in bigger numbers and higher
returns.
Vaka Eiva this year attracted around 1,000 competitors and
supporters, a rapid growth in numbers since the first festival
in 2004. Most stay in hotels and are seen as big spenders.
CI Tourism hopes now that Rarotonga has new facilities such
as the Telecom Sports Arena, it can introduce new sports
tourism events to draw even more visitors.

ASIA

Tahitian island paradise
set to capitalise on Hollywood movie
One of the big summer film releases in 2009, Couples
Retreat, opened in NZ cinemas yesterday and is expected to
have audiences booking a tropical paradise getaway to Tahiti.
After scouting several possible locations, Bora Bora was
selected as ideal and the producers rented out the 100-villa St.
Regis Resort Bora Bora to make the movie.
Tahiti Tourisme’s Rob Thompson says the Tahitian tourism
industry is hoping that Couples Retreat will do for the French
Polynesia what Australia did for Western Australian tourism.
The movie stars Vince Vaughn, Jason Bateman and Temuera
Morrison, among others.

Community based tours from Active Asia
Active Asia has teamed up with ‘Rock Your Life’ to offer two
Community Based Tours for 2010.
Paula Watson, Active Asia’s Product Manager, says the tours
have been designed to allow people to do some grass roots
travel, off the beaten track, and to make a difference by
working amongst villages in need.
Land-only ‘Tours’ are as follows:
• Cambodia 8 days/7 nights, Siem Reap to Phnom Penh

from NZ$2290pp twin share
• India 8 days/7 nights ex Mumbai from NZ$2850pp twin

share
Both tours have set departure dates and are fully guided.
They include US$200pp for donations that are left on their
departure from the villages.
Check out the flyers on www.activeasia.co.nz under
community tours or contact Active Asia at
sales@activeasia.co.nz for details and make a difference to
someone’s life.

Hong Kong MTR discount offers
From now until 31DEC09, visitors to Hong Kong who buy an
Airport Express Travel Pass or a Tourist Day Pass can enjoy
discount offers from attractions and cash vouchers from
shopping malls (terms and conditions apply).
Some offers include:
- 10% off Ngong Ping 360 Cable Car Ticket
- 10% off Wetland Park singe-entry admission ticket
- 10% off Ocean Park day time admission ticket
- HK$50 gift voucher of ELEMENTS and HK$20 gift
   voucher for Maritime Square/Telford Plaza
For details, visit http://www.mtr.com.hk/eng/homepage/
cust_index.html

Sri Lanka famil – one seat only remains
Adventure World has only one seat remaining on its first-ever
Educational to Sri Lanka with Malaysia Airlines for a female
consultant (sorry guys, it’s a rooming issue).
The trip departs 30OCT, returns 07NOV and is priced at
$1350pp. It takes in Colombo, Pinnawela Elephant
Orphanage, Sigiriya Rock Fortress, Polonnaruwa, Dambulla
rock temple, Kandy and Galle. Adventure World extends an
invitation to Managers, Senior Consultants and Owner/
Operators to register an expression of interest with
JulieV@adventureworld.co.nz by today, Friday 09OCT.

Having acquired Ozjet’s operations earlier this
year and an Air Operator’s Certificate, Strategic
Airlines now wants all of Ozjet’s air rights to Bali
transferred into its name and has applied for
government approval to operate between
Australia and Bali.
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Wine and Dine in Hong Kong in NOV
Active Asia reports that during the period 30OCT-08NOV,
Hong Kong will host a series of wine & dine activities, so if
you have bookings to Hong Kong over this time, then you’ll
definitely want to let your valued clients know.
The Hong Kong Wine and Dine Festival 30OCT-01NOV at
the West Kowloon Waterfront Promenade features enormous
wine pavilions, stalls serving delicious food, while live music
will keep visitors entertained.
The HK Trade Development Council will be hosting the
Hong Kong International Wine and Spirits Fair 2009 04-
06NOV, providing wine lovers with an opportunity to
sample, while Lan Kwai Fong and SoHo will also be holding
individual Wine and Dine Carnivals 06-08NOV.
Throughout the ten days of celebrations, visitors can also
attend cooking classes conducted by professional chefs, as
well as Wine Tours and Best of Hong Kong Flavours Tours,
to explore Hong Kong’s fascinating living culture and
gastronomic heritage.
If you want to book your clients into an exciting cooking
class or a wine tour, contact sales@activeasia.co.nz

Balidiscovery.com reports that 44 tourist class hotels in
Bali recently failed to earn security and safety certificates
issued by the government of Bali. Consequently, they are
being closed down as part of a concerted effort by local
government officials, police and health and tourism
officials to improve standards.

Hong Kong’s Ngong Ping 360 cable car has resumed its
operation having completed scheduled maintenance
work on the track rope.

Ocean Park Hong Kong is amending its general admission
price, effective today 09OCT. Adult tickets will be HK$250
and child (aged 3-11) tickets HK$125.

THE AMERICAS

MID EAST

Save 5% TrekAmerica
Adventure World has a 5% saving on three TrekAmerica
small group camping and lodging holidays departing Los
Angeles later this year. The 7-day West Coast Highlights
departs 30NOV09; the 10-day Wild West departs 18DEC09;
and the 21-day Southerner departs 23DEC09. Only limited
seats are available, and the 5% saving applies to these trips
only.
For bookings phone Adventure World on 09-539 8102.

EUROPE

Abu Dhabi Tourism Authority is to open six new visitor
information centres and activate four additional touch-
screen visitor kiosks throughout the destination this
month in time for the 2009 Etihad Airways Formula 1™
Abu Dhabi Grand Prix in November.

Scenic Tours extra
APR10 cruise departure
Due to demand Scenic Tours has released a new 26APR10
River Cruise departure from Budapest to Amsterdam.
Earlybird 2 deals are offered on this departure which
includes savings of up to $2,500 per couple on lead in cabins
(category E), or save up to $1,250 per couple on balcony
cabins. Also available with Paris/ Prague extensions. Prices
are as per Europe 2010 brochure. All subject to availability.

Italy - Bellissima
Italian Tourism will release the
2nd edition of its Bellissima
brochure, which exclusively
caters to Australian and New
Zealand tourists travelling to
Italy, on 21OCT.
The 44-page brochure features
detailed descriptions of the
country’s main attractions,
transportation options, road
distances, climate, events,
shopping, food, museums,
general information on
banking, health, customs and
regulations, and much more.
To reserve copies, email Italia@italiantourism.com.au and
put ‘Bellissima’ in the Subject line.

MyBentours – Save 10%
on ‘Scenes of the North Tour’
Scandinavian specialists MyBentours are offering
early booking savings of 10% on their superior first
class 19-day tour ex Copenhagen when booked and
paid by 31OCT09.  Clients can take the full tour or
enjoy the flexibility of travelling on sectors of the full
itinerary.  The itinerary takes in all of the
Scandinavian capitals including Copenhagen, Oslo,
Bergen, Stockholm and Helsinki, along with the
fjords and glaciers of Norway, plus extension to
Tallinn and St Petersburg.
The 19-day tour is now priced from A$7366pp twin,
while the 13-day Three Capitals & Fjords is now from
A$5287pp twin, and the 6-day Copenhagen & Bergen
now from A$1944pp twin. Other options include 8
days Land of Fjords & Glaciers, 9 days Colours of the
Baltic Sea and 7 days Baltic Vision.
Details can be downloaded here.
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France steady for Tempo
France bookings to date this year are at the same level as
2008, reports Tempo Holidays.
Paris especially had held up well, which the operator
attributes to its range of 100 central hotels selected for their
style, character, ambience and quality ahead of price, often a
limitation with online hotel lists.
Tempo is offering a 17% discount for Hotel La Demeure in
Paris for stays between 01NOV and 27DEC09. (That means
the nightly rate is from $135pp per night based on twin share,
normally from $165).
This property is a good point in question; it is a recently
renovated contemporary-styled and charming property on
Boulevard Saint Marcel, just a 15-minute walk to the Latin
Quarter and Saint Germain des Prés and is close to the lively
Rue Mouffetard market.
It is Tempo’s biggest selling Paris hotel. Call them on 09-520
1490 and visit www.tempoholidays.co.nz

England’s attractions continue to attract
Despite the recession, admissions to England’s visitor
attractions rose by 2% in 2008 according to VisitEngland’s
annual survey. Top attractions in the paid for category
include old favourites like Westminster Abbey and the Eden
Project, while London’s ‘big five’ museums – British
Museum, Tate Modern, National Gallery, Natural History
Museum and Science Museum performed best in the free
category.

Enid Blyton fans will go mad in Dorset
The sun always shone whenever Enid Blyton’s Famous Five
went on holiday and now it’s possible to relive those sunny
stories at a new exhibition dedicated to Eileen Soper, who
drew the pictures for all 21 of the Famous Five books.
Eileen Soper’s Illustrated World is found on Poole Quay,
next to Poole Pottery, and brings childhood to life through
illustrations of such literary treasures as The Famous Five,
The Secret Seven, Alice in Wonderland and many more.
http://www.gingerpop.co.uk/index.htm

Watch this space
Adventure World says its 2010 Greece, Turkey & Croatia
brochure will be hitting agency desks this week, with some
“fabulous” new product. If you haven’t got yours, call 09-539
8103.

Liverpool’s unique Picasso exhibition
Tate Liverpool will hold a major exhibition next summer of
over 150 works by Picasso. Picasso: Peace and Freedom
21MAY-30AUG10 will be the first exhibition to explore in
depth the post-war period of the artist’s life. On display will
be paintings and drawings related to war and peace created
between 1944 and 1973, alongside a wide range of
contextual materials and ephemera.

Portsmouth’s
Spinnaker Tower
The 170-metre (560-ft) Spinnaker
Tower overlooking Portsmouth
Harbour is taller than the London
Eye, Blackpool Tower and Big Ben.
It stands on the waterfront and
offers 350º panoramic views of the
town and harbour, the south coast
and the Isle of Wight. View Deck 1
has Europe’s largest glass floor.
www.spinnakertower.co.uk

TOUR PRODUCT
Trafalgar, Insight, Contiki
to offer certainty
Travel Corporation’s three escorted coach products, Trafalgar
Tours, Insight Vacations and Contiki Holidays have reduced
departures on their 2010 programmes by about 20% while
still offering the same range of itineraries. This move will
result in a significant number of tours being confirmed as
Definite Departures right from the outset, and leaves the trio
with the ability to add departures as demand dictates. As other
tours meet minimum passenger numbers through the season
they too will become Definite Departures. All Definite
Departures will be guaranteed.
The decision stems from of a recent survey of 300 agents who
sell Trafalgar, Insight and Contiki tours, in which 82% said
they wanted the change.
The agents were also surveyed on several other topics
including famils, marketing, launches, reservations, ePartners,
reward programs and more.  Improvements implemented as a
result of the agent feedback will be unveiled at the upcoming
20-date national roadshow.  Click Here to find when it is in
your neighbourhood.

Gap Adventures – No more Local Payments
Gap clients can say goodbye to local payments. Adventure
World advises that effective 01OCT09, new Gap Adventures
tour bookings no longer require travellers to pay a portion of
their tour price on Day 1 of their tour. What was previously
broken out as a local payment for tours is now being included
in the upfront tour pricing.
This means retail travel agents earn commission on the total
cost of the Gap Adventures tour including the local payment.
Please be aware that certain park fees and local charges still
apply on some tours – it is only the Gap Adventures local
payment that has been discontinued.
For more info call Adventure World on 09-524 5118.

Save 30% with Club Med
Book Club Med sun resorts worldwide during October for
stays before 30APR10 and save your clients 30%. The deal
includes the Christmas/New Year period and school holidays.
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Strong Kiwi prompts
big price cuts from Globus
The Globus Family of Brands has taken the unprecedented
move of dropping its 2010 North American tour prices by up
to 22% in response to the strengthening NZ dollar.
Globus Australasia Managing Director Stewart Williams said
the re-costing of its entire range of Globus and Cosmos
North American holidays, effective immediately, would be
retrospective, giving existing clients an unexpected saving.
The cuts mean prices will drop by as much as NZ$1746pp
for a 20-day Globus Ultimate Alaska and Yukon adventure.

AVIATION
Boeing 747-8 another ‘dreamliner’?
No sooner had Boeing trumpeted its new B747-8
Intercontinental (TravelMemo 29SEP) than it has announced
a fresh delay to the first flight of the freighter version, from
later this year to the first quarter of 2010, and says it will not
now deliver the first aircraft until the fourth quarter of next
year. It says the 747-8 Intercontinental passenger variant
remains on schedule for first delivery in the fourth quarter of
2011.
Boeing has also announced it is taking a pre-tax charge of
“approximately $1 billion” against its third quarter results
due to “increased production costs and the difficult market
conditions” affecting the 747-8 programme.

Delta Air Lines has reportedly lured more passengers
onto its transpacific flights from Australia in its first
month of operation than Virgin Blue’s long-haul airline, V
Australia achieved. The latest official stats show DL
attained an 85% load factor in July, while V Australia
pulled 76% in JUL, up from 59% in MAY.  In comparison,
Qantas filled 92% of seats and United 93%.

SIA’s regional affiliate SilkAir will take over its parent’s
daily service between Singapore and Penang from 01DEC,
taking its daily frequency on the route to three flights.

Sydney-London in 22 days
on a Kiwi Convair
In a celebration marking the 75th anniversary of the first
scheduled flights between Australia and the UK, Qantas
Holidays has packaged two once-in-a-lifetime journeys
with travellers reliving the grand touring days of the past.
Travelmole reports that the air-cruises will utilise a
Convair CV580 chartered from Kiwi airline Pionair.
Flying at not much more than 6000m and fitted with
business class chairs, the plane will offer a window seat
for each pax, J class legroom, daily flights of less than
four hours with 17 stops eastbound and 16 stops
westbound.
There will be private check-ins and lounge access, fancy
excursions to the likes of the Taj Mahal, flightseeing over
the Himalayas, overnights at the Raffles, the Oriental
Bangkok and the Strand in Rangoon, and stops in the
Czech Republic, Syria, Uzbekistan, Armenia, Bulgaria,
Laos, Myanmar, Turkey and Brunei, among others.
The 21-day Sydney to London ‘Highlights of the
Nostalgia Route’ departs on 18MAR10 and follows as
closely as possible the original flight route from Australia
to England by the first scheduled air service on December
14, 1934. This tour is priced from £21,900 per person.

BA Cabin Crew put under pressure
British Airways says it will cut 1700 cabin crew-related jobs
and freeze pay for two years in its struggle to stem losses due
to the global downturn.
In a statement, BA says it has been talking to the cabin crew
unions since the start of the year, but has made little progress
on the contribution they might make to cost reductions.
The Times says BA has told the cabin crew unions that it
intends cutting crew numbers on B747 flights out of
Heathrow from 15 to 14 and will maintain service levels by
requiring each flight’s customer services director to serve
passengers in addition to maintaining their management role.

Virgin Blue and the Black Eyed Peas
This afternoon, Virgin Blue and three time Grammy winners
The Black Eyed Peas will become part of music and aviation
history as they board flight DJ9001 from Melbourne Airport
to Perth and create the ‘Mile High Karaoke Plane’ at 41,000ft.
In what is set to become an Australian first, The Black Eyed
Peas, touring nationally this month, will jam live during the
private four-hour flight, ahead of their final Australian
concert at Burswood Dome on Saturday.
Nearly 140 VIP Guests, including 30 winners from a national
competition and ten American fans, will join the Peas
onboard.
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SIA Special Upgrade Surcharges
Singapore Airlines has re-released its Special Upgrade
Surcharges from Economy to Business Class for flights New
Zealand to Singapore and vv.
If you have clients who want to travel on SIA over the peak
summer period but can’t get an Economy Class seat on one
sector NZ-SIN or v.v. you can offer them this upgrade rate.
Sales 09OCT09-31JAN10 for travel commenced between
10OCT09 and 31JAN10.  Visit their portal for details.

KLM, which turned 90 this week, will resume service
between Amsterdam and Denpasar Bali effective 06DEC.
The service with be operated three times weekly. KL last
operated on the route in OCT 1997 and, coincidentally, it
was almost exactly 85 years ago that KLM launched its
first intercontinental flight linking Amsterdam and
Batavia (now Jakarta)

United Airlines has launched Premier Baggage, a program
that, for an annual fee of US$249, waives checked
baggage charges. The sub allows a customer to check two
standard bags without paying extra and also covers
baggage charges for up to eight people travelling on the
same confirmation number. UA says Premier Baggage
does not cover the cost of oversized or overweight
luggage, nor does it cover fees for checked bags beyond
two bags.

AirAsia is deferring more aircraft deliveries. It originally
had 48 A320s slated for delivery in 2010-11 but now will
take only 32 during the timeframe. It also plans to
terminate leases on nine B737s and return them ahead of
schedule in 2010. The LCC is also considering selling two

B737s.

Media reports out of Japan indicate that JAL is now
unlikely to finalise any deal with a potential foreign
investor until after it and the Japanese government settle
on a firm restructuring plan for the carrier.

Alitalia has taken delivery of three new A320s, bringing
the number in its fleet to 35. A further five will be
delivered by year’s end. The three newest A320s replace
three MD-80s. AZ’s fleet renewal plan calls for arrival of a
further 55 A320s and 12 A330s.

Qantas is to employ 100 engineering apprentices next
February in a $28 million investment to support fleet
growth and to skill its engineering business for the
future.

Queenstown Airport has been fitted with an internet
lounge containing 16 public computer terminals on which
users can view the Airport website free of charge and can
buy surfing time to access other internet sites.

CRUISING

Colombia’s Avianca and El Salvador-based Grupo TACA
have reached agreement to merge under a single
holding company, creating an airline group that will
serve more than 100 destinations with a fleet of 129
aircraft.

Record summer cruise season looms
Next week’s visit of Star Princess to Auckland will mark the
opening of a bumper New Zealand cruise season, with a
record 52,000 passengers sailing on ships operated by
Carnival New Zealand, the nation’s largest cruise operator.
Over the next six months, 11 ships from the Carnival New
Zealand fleet will make a total 158 port visits around the
country. The figure is up 50% on last year’s season and is
three times the number of visits made just five years ago.
With each visit contributing around $500,000 through port
fees, stores and passenger spending, Kiwi businesses are set
to reap around $80 million in direct expenditure between

OCT09 and MAR10.
Season highlights include visits from Cunard’s 151,400-
tonne Queen Mary 2 and Queen Victoria, and the first visits
to New Zealand of the world’s newest luxury cruise ships,
the elegant Seabourn Odyssey, and P&O Cruises’ Arcadia as
part of their world cruise voyages. Meanwhile, Star Princess’
visit to Auckland next Friday will mark the start of the
season.
Akaroa and Gisborne are back on the schedule this season,
having not had visits since the 2003/04 and 2005/06 seasons
respectively.

Limitations ahead for Antarctic cruising
Antarctica could see a sharp drop in passenger count during
the 2011/12 austral summer season due to the ban on
carrying or burning heavy fuel oil below 60 degrees south
latitude.
Numbers could fall by 10,000 to 12,000, or possibly more,
down from an average of roughly 38,000 in recent seasons,
Steve Wellmeier, executive director of the International
Association of Antarctica Tour Operators (IAATO) told
Seatrade Insider.
He says that, as of JUN09, 12 of IAATO’s 30 vessel
operators would be affected by the ban, and of 43 expedition/
cruise ships sailing to Antarctica, 18 would be affected. That
would see the average 250 voyages per season potentially

reduced by 25.
Wellmeier told Seatrade Insider that all operators are
capable of switching over to pricier MGO, but this move
might not be cost effective for them.
It seems that, for a big ship to cruise Antarctic waters using
MGO instead of IFO could add US$400,000 to
US$750,000 to a voyage fuel bill, leading to an extra
US$150 to US$300 per passenger fare cost.
Wellmeier doesn’t, however, see an end to big ships
cruising Antarctic waters. He says that the low sulphur
regulations phasing in globally in years to come will see
operators adjust and slowly get back into the market,
starting in 2012/13.
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Oceania Cruises
2010-2011 World Collection
Oceania Cruises has announced its most extensive and exotic
line-up of sailings to Africa, Asia, South America and the
Caribbean for 2010-2011. The program offers 30 new ports,
13 new itineraries, plus bonus savings from US$1,000 to
US$3,000.
Offered from NOV10 to APR11, Oceania Cruises’ new ports
of call include Cape Town, Walvis Bay, Namibia and
Rangoon, Myanmar. Based on feedback from past guests and
agent partners, the line has added maiden voyages around
Africa plus an expanded range of Asia and Caribbean cruises.
With itineraries from 15 to 35 days, Nautica will focus on
Asia with eight unique cruises, seven of which are new.
Oceania Cruises’ Insignia will operate all-new itineraries.
Guests can choose from seven 12- to 22-day cruises that visit
Brazil’s coastal villages as well as Rio de Janeiro and Buenos
Aires, plus voyages to Antarctica & the Chilean Fjords.
There will be two departures of the Amazon Adventure - a
24-day round-trip sailing from Miami onboard Regatta, plus
two 10-day Mayan Mystique cruises to western Caribbean
ports and a 14-day Southern Treasures sailing.
For enquiries and bookings, please contact Cruise Holidays
on 523 7788 or 0508 CRUISE (278 473)

2010 Norwegian Coastal Voyage
– early booking savings extended
Scandinavian specialist, MyBentours, advises savings on the
Norwegian Coastal Voyage (Hurtigruten) for 2010 have been
extended.  When clients book by 31DEC there are savings of
up to 30% available on journeys 01JAN-14APR and 15SEP-
31DEC10, and supplements for single travellers are waived.
In addition, savings of up to 15% are offered for journeys
15APR to 14SEP10 (excluding suites). Download the details
here and call 0800 443510 or enquiry@mybentours.com.au

SeaDream Yacht Club is giving agents who make group
bookings a seventh stateroom free on select sailings in
the Mediterranean and a fifth stateroom free on select
sailings in the Caribbean in 2010.

Bonus savings for repeat pax on
MyBentours Hurtigruten voyages
MyBentours is offering clients who have travelled with
Hurtigruten in the past three years a further 10% saving off
the cost of their next Hurtigruten voyage.
Full details are available on Freephone 0800 443510 or
enquiry@mybentours.com.au

ACCOMMODATION

Silversea Cruises’ all-suite Silver Wind is to cruise
from Dubai on 04DEC on a 16-day voyage to Mahé
via ports in Oman, India, Sri Lanka, the Maldives
and the Seychelles. A shorter 12-day option is also
available from Mumbai to Mahé.

Heritage Auckland refurbishment
Heritage Auckland’s historic Hobson Street wing is having a
revamp, beginning with replacement of carpeting, lounge
furniture and lighting in the foyer.  A new café bar will be
open day and night with a redefined premium range of food
and beverage items on offer.
After the lobby refurbishment, improvements will be made in
the hotel’s Hectors restaurant and lift lobbies. There will also
be a floor by floor upgrade of Hobson Street accommodation
rolling out over the coming months.

About Sudima Hotels New Zealand
Further to the story on page 4, Glamorton Developments Ltd
is part of Hind Group which is a long time property investor
and hotel owner in this country. It currently operates two
hotels under the ‘Sudima’ brand – the 248-room Sudima
Hotel Lake Rotorua, the city’s largest, and the 208-room
Sudima Hotel Christchurch Airport.
The Hind Group is owned by L.N. Jhunjhnuwala’s family
interest out of Hong Kong and is represented here by Sudesh
Jhunjhnuwala, who has made New Zealand his home since
2001.

Edgewater’s winning dish
Wanaka’s Edgewater Resort was the recipient of the ‘Best
Lamb’ Award at last week’s Hospitality Association of New
Zealand Awards for Excellence.
The dish, a braised and pressed Merino lamb leg, with
whipped potato, green pea mash, smoked tomato and jus was
recognised by the judges ahead of tough competition from
The Westin Auckland Lighter Quay, The Palms Restaurant in
Dunedin and Stations Inn in Hokitika.

Choice wins with Fly Buys
Choice Hotels has won a major Fly Buys marketing award
for a campaign that almost doubled their customer data base
– just one year after joining New Zealand’s largest coalition
loyalty programme.
The chain used direct marketing, an ad in the FEB09 Fly
Buys Rewards Guide mailed to 800,000 Members, in-hotel
promotional banners, online and radio advertising to
promote its 30 Bonus Point offer across the campaign
period.
It also provided staff incentives, rewarding hotel teams that
met or exceeded their points targets during the campaign.
The results were impressive: the campaign more than
doubled Choice Hotels’ room nights and revenue from Fly
Buys Members during the period, and the number of Fly
Buys Members entered into the Choice Hotels’ customer
data base increased by 92%.
“Since this promotion, our feedback from franchisees on the
repeat business they are receiving from Fly Buys members
has increased and we have seen a fantastic increase in
support and participation among general managers and team
members within hotels,” Mardi Brown, Choice Hotels
Australasia Marketing Manager told the judges.
“Many hotels are now branding their external signage,
lobbies and reception areas with the Fly Buys logo and a
very large spike in New Zealand hotels are contacting us to
enquire about becoming a Choice Hotels franchisee, purely
because Choice Hotels Australasia is the sole
accommodation participant in the programme.”
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Booking via Yellow Maps
Yellow™ says visitors to its Yellow Maps™ website will
notice some big changes - a cleaner look, more relevant
information and the ability to browse and book
accommodation.
The maps, which are powered by Google, allow travellers to
quickly scan accommodation options and prices on the map,
check availability, and then make a booking directly from the
Yellow Maps site. www.maps.yellow.co.nz

As predicted, online travel company Expedia, Inc.,
operator of the Expedia.co.nz website, has announced
that following “enthusiastic consumer response”, it has
permanently removed flight booking fees.
New Zealanders achieved 200,000 visits to the site two
weeks inside the deadline set by Expedia in its high
profile ad campaign.

GREEN MATTERS

Rendezvous Hotels & Resorts International is partnering
with KrisFlyer, SIA’S frequent flyer programme, offering
members rewards with any stay at a Rendezvous or
Marque hotel.

Is ANA taking the p*ss?
All Nippon Airways is reported by NHK TV to be
conducting an experiment by asking waiting passengers
to relieve themselves before boarding their flight,
apparently in the hope of reducing the overall take-off
weight of the aircraft and thereby cutting its fuel use. It
hopes to achieve a five-tonne reduction in carbon
emissions over the month.
Meanwhile JAL is taking a somewhat more conventional
approach. It is trialing the lowering of window shades on
its parked aircraft to keep cabin temperatures down,
which will lead to less aircon power being needed to
cool the interiors before flights. This, they believe, will
significantly cut CO2 emissions.

Climate change gabfest
roasted by Rob Fyfe
Air New Zealand CEO Rob Fyfe used the Greener
Skies conference in Hong Kong to get stuck into
the time-wasting global debate on climate change
regulatory frameworks while the politicians fail to
take “even the most basic steps to actually reduce
emissions.”
Mr Fyfe calls the policy discussions and hand-
wringing over agreeing emission reduction targets
a “bureaucratic circus” that is interminable and a
distraction from the need to take action.
He says, to his way of thinking, the UN climate
change discussions “amplify all that is wrong it’s
the same procrastination; multiple conferences of
many thousands; turgid presentations and
inequitable albeit politically acceptable backroom
deals determining the shape of unwieldy global
agreements at a glacial pace.”
Mr Fyfe says “I am very happy to see a price on
carbon – it should be applied equitably across
geographies; uniformly across all industry sectors;
and it should incentivise improvement and
investment in new green technologies rather than
simply penalise all activity.”
He says he looks forward to the day when
everyone stops protecting their respective butts
and start concerted global action. “Just imagine
what we could achieve if a 10th of the global bank
bailout funds from the past 12 months were
directed towards the environment instead,” he told
the gathering.  Read Rob Fyfe’s straight-talking
address here.
Footnote: ICAO is in the midst of a three-day
High Level Meeting on Aviation and Climate
Change in Montreal, with nations aiming to come
together under UN auspices to reach agreement on
measures to manage aviation’s carbon dioxide
emissions.

Reluctance to pay offset
Airline passengers in Britain are refusing to fly less to reduce their
carbon footprint, a study has found. The Loughborough University
research found fewer than one in five people in Britain are trying to cut
the number of flights they take for environmental reasons.
The Guardian reports that research found travel cost was the
determinant, with only a minority happy to pay to offset their CO2
emissions.
The Propensity to Fly study also found the majority of the British public
would rather cut energy use at home than go without flying for a year.
Asked what increase in air fares would deter them from flying short-
haul, 79% of respondents said a £50 rise would make them fly less
often.

Boeing is partnering Honeywell’s UOP to commission a study on the
sustainability of halophytes - a family of saltwater-based plants,
including mangroves - for renewable jet biofuel.

Aviation sector solution pushed
IATA and other allied civil aviation, airports and aerospace
associations have issued a joint paper urging governments to
adopt three targets:
1) Improving fuel efficiency by an average of 1.5% annually to
2020.
2) “Stabilizing” CO2 emissions from 2020 with “carbon-neutral
growth.”
3) Reducing net CO2 emissions by 50% compared to 2005
levels by 2050.
“Industry is asking governments to safeguard ICAO’s continued
leadership by supporting a global sectoral approach and making
our targets a part of your solution,” IATA’s Giovanni Bisignani
said. “This is the first time that the air transport industry,
representing 32 million jobs and supporting $3.5 trillion in
economic activity, has taken such a relevant and united global
position on climate change.”
He added, “With the coordinated support of governments,
aviation can deliver amazing results. Together we made aviation
the safest way to travel. To achieve our future environmental
targets, industry and governments must work even more closely
together. That means setting ambitious targets.”
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The real trick to carrying on
is not getting carried away

In the next Stocklink envelope ...

Accor has topped the first Tomorrow’s Value

Rating of the world’s ten largest hotel

groups. Accor has not only recognised key

sustainability challenges facing the hotels

sector, says the new research, but has also

designed a comprehensive approach to

managing them.

Tomorrow’s Value Rating also shows that

many of the world’s largest hotel groups are

only just beginning to address the wide

range of social and environmental

challenges facing them, and most trail the

rest of the business world.

INDUSTRY

Win an Alaskan Famil
World Journeys has announced that the first
50 travel agents who book and deposit an
itinerary from Cruise West’s “Voyages of the
Great Explorers” range before 15OCT09 will
win a free place on a 2010 Alaskan Famil.
Space on the famil is subject to availability,
the agent is responsible for their own air and
pre/post hotel if needed, and an
accompanying guest (in agent’s stateroom)
would pay the regular agent reduced rate.
To help secure the sale, there are still early
booking savings of up to US$6,100 per cabin
if booked and paid in full by 15OCT09.
In addition, they are offering a US$200
Shipboard Credit on all Chapter 1 voyages;
there are free international airfares included
for Voyage 3 Treasures of Persia; an included
3-night Cairo extension for Voyage 4
Pharaohs & Prophets; and the choice of an
International Air Credit (a US$1,300 value)
or an included 3-night Venice extension on
Voyage 7 Pax Romana.  There are in total 24
unique itineraries to choose from, as well as 6
chapters, or the entire 335 day voyage.
Contact World Journeys 0800 117311 or
info@worldjourneys.co.nz.

Adventure World appointment
Adventure World has a new Sales Executive,
Davina Bicker, in its team. Davina joins
Emma Robertson in promoting Adventure
World’s product range to travel agents
throughout the country. A Guernsey-born girl
who now calls New Zealand home, Davina
has  travelled widely and her previous roles
have included wholesale, retail, flight
attendant, kayaking guide, and more recently
sales rep for Trafalgar Tours and Etihad
Airways. Davina will be looking after travel
agents in the North Island area as far as
Palmerston North. For your records: Ph: 021
503 024, E: davinab@adventureworld.co.nz

Win a Polar Trip with
Peregrine
Peregrine has an incentive that will re-write
incentives, one that offers travel agents an
opportunity to win a trip to the North Pole.
It’s one of three sales incentive trips to the
ends of the earth. Download the details here.

Geckos Galapagos
with a buddy deal
Geckos has a promotion running where all
consultants can get themselves a free trip to
the Galapagos Islands when they take a
travel buddy, who gets a 20% discount as
well.  If the consultant wishes to travel alone,
they will get a 50% discount.
The details can be downloaded here.

Kiwi Experience Bay of Islands
Kiwi Experience Free Auckland Day Trip
Kiwi Experience Milford Explorer Day Trip
No Jet Lag
NZ Apartments Directory 2009-11
NZ Luxury Motels Directory 2009-11
Fullers Auck Ferries & Island Tours Spring Oct09

LATE BREAK

The Blogger at Large
Megan Singleton, who until recently
blogged for House of Travel, is today
officially launching her new-look site,
www.bloggeratlarge.com, having been
trialing the site for three months and
been encouraged by the resultant traffic.
Check it out.

Travial Pursuits
& Student Travial Pursuits
The NZITT Auckland brnach is staging a
Travial Pursuits night on Thursday 29OCT at
Piko Restaurant, AUT University in
Wellesley St, starting at 6.30pm. The theme
of Four Seasons in One Day and participants
are encouraged to dress the part.
There will be prizes galore, plus nibbles and
hot food.
The entry form can be downloaded here.
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